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Ansrnlcr

A model is developed for the thermodynamic properties of chromian spinels of petro-

logical interest. It is formulated for the simplifying assumptions that (1) cations exhibit
only long-range, nonconvergent ordering between tetrahedral and octahedral sites and that
(2) the vibrational Gibbs energy may be described by a Taylor expansion of only second
degree for seven linearly independent variables of composition and ordering. The model
is calibrated using (l) the partitioning relations of Mg and Fe between spinels and olivine,
(2) the distribution coefrcients for the exchange of Al and Cr between spinels and (Al,Cr)'O,

solid solutions, (3) the features of the miscibility gaps in chromium titanium aluminum
spinels, (4) the activity composition data in the chromite-magnetite subsystem, and (5)

the constraints of cation site ordering. It is consistent with the observations summarized
by Sack and Ghiorso (1991) for Cr-free spinels. The calibration is achieved with the further
simplifying assumption that all thermodynamic parameters corresponding to second-de-
gree Taylor coefrcients are constants independent of temperature (i.e., there are no excess
vibrational entropies of mixing).

The proposed model is internally consistent with the thermodynamic data of Berman
(1988) and our previous analyses of the solution properties of olivine, orthopyroxene,

and rhombohedral oxides (Sack and Ghiorso, 1989; Ghiorso, 1990a). We develop a geo-

thermometer based on the exchange of Mg and Fe between olivine and spinel that may be

applied with confidence to assemblages that formed at low pressures and at temperatures
between 400 and 1400 'C. We utilize this geothermometer to define equilibration tem-
peratures for subassemblages of olivine * spinel in metamorphosed ultramafic rocks of

the greenschist-amphibolite facies. Phase relations within the spinel prism

[(Fe,MgXAl,Cr,Fe3*)rOo] are calculated for temperatures over the range 500-600 "C and
compare favorably with petrologic observations.

INrnonucrroN such features, it is necessary to develop a thermodynamic
model for chromian spinels.

Cr is an essential constituent of many spinels in mafic- In this paper we update and extend our analysis of the
ultramafic igneous and metamorphic rocks of the crust thermodynamic properties of (Fe,Mg)(Al,F€'*)rOo-

and upper mantle. Although they are typically only ac- (Fe,Mg)rTiOo (Sack and Ghiorso, 1991) to Cr-bearing
cessory phases, such spinels have been widely recognized systems. This effort is part ofan ongoing program to de-
as potentially important petrogenetic indicators (e.g., Ir- velop internally consistent thermodynamic data for stan-
vine, 1965, 1967; Evans and Frost, 1975; Sack, 1982; dard state and mixing properties of the common rock-
Engi, 1983). For example, the Cr contents of homoge- formingminerals(e.g.,Berman, 1988;SackandGhiorso,
neous spinels provide a sensitive indicator ofthe degree 1989, 1991; Ghiorso, 1990a; Ghiorso and Sack, 1991).
of fractionation and of interactions between host liquids Here we calibrate a model for the thermodynamic prop-

and wall rocks for the MORB-type basalts of the Lamont erties of chromian spinels based upon (l) hrgh tempera-
seamount chain (Allan et al., 1988, 1989). Chromian spi- ture activity-composition data for FeCr'Oo-Fe.Oo (Kat-

nelsexhibitcomplexpatternsofchemicalzoningthatmay sura et al., 19751' Petric and Jacob, 1982a), (2)

be used to monitor changes in the compositions of both experimental constraints on Cr-Al partitioning between
melt and solid phases during crystallization of basaltic (Al,Cr)rOrandFe(Al,Cr)rOn, (Al,Cr)rOrandMg(Al,Cr)rOo,
liquids (e.g., El Goresy, 1976). Chromian spinels have andNa(Al,Cr)SirOuandMg(Al,Cr)rOo(PetricandJacob,
also been utilized to track the evolution of the ffuid phase 1982b; Oka et al., 1984; Carroll Webb and Wood, 1986),
during regional metamorphism of serpentinites (e.g., (3) features of miscibility gaps in FeAlrOo-Fe'TiOo-Fe-
Hoffman and Walker, 1978). To interpret quantitatively CrrOo and MgAlrOo-MgrTiO"-MgCr,Oo (Muan et al.,
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1972), and (4) both experimental and petrological con-
straints on Fe-Mg partitioning between olivine and
chromian spinels (Sack, 1982; Engi, 1983; Murck and
Campbell, 1986; Allan et al., 1987, 1988). A calibration
of a geothermometer based on the exchange of Mg and
Fe between olivine and spinel is compared with con-
straints from petrological studies of metamorphosed ul-
tramafic rocks (e.g., Muir and Naldrett, 1973; Evans and
Frost, 1975; Hoffman and Walker, 1978; Loferski and
Lipin, 1983; Zakrzewski, 1989), and some unusual fea-
tures of the results are noted. To clarifu phase relations
in the spinel prism (e.g., Irvine, 1965) under conditions
appropriate for the greenschist-amphibolite facies of
metamorphism, we present and analyze isothermal sec-
tions for (Fe,Mg)(Al,Fe3*,Cr)rOo in equilibrium with Foo,
Fouo, Foro, Fono, Forr, and Fo,oo olivine over the temper-
ature range 500-600 "C.

TrrnmtooyNAMrcs

A thermodynamic model for chromian spinels may be
readily developed by extension of the model of Sack and
Ghiorso (l 99 l) for (Fe,Mg)(Al,Fe3*)rOo-(Fe,Mg)rTiOo. In
the formulation of Sack and Ghiorso it is assumed that
all spinels exhibit R.Oo stoichiometry, wth Fd3m space
group symmetry. It is further assumed that they do not
exhibit short-range cation ordering and that Ti4* occupies
only octahedral sites. The molar Gibbs energy (G) is giv-
en by the equation

G:G*  _  TSrc  ( l )

where G* is the vibrational Gibbs energy and Stc is the
ideal molar configurational entropy. The molar vibra-
tional Gibbs energy, G*, is described using a Taylor ex-
pansion of second degree in composition (X,) and order-
ing variables (s,) (cf. Thompson, 1969)

G * : g . *

+ > > @,,Xso)

The expression for the configurational entropy is deduced
by substituting into the relation

irc: -R' 
) ) rx,ln x,, (3)

expressions that define the mole fractions of cations on
sites (X..) in terms of the composition ({) and ordering
(s,) variables. In Equation 3, r is the number of sites of
type r per formula wit, X,, refers to the cation fraction
of c on site r, and R is the universal gas constant. Ex-
pressions for the chemical potentials of spinel compo-
nents are derived from the expression for G by applica-

tion ofan extended form ofthe so-called Darken equation
(Darken and Gurry, 1953; Sack, 1982; Sack et al., 1987a;
Ghiorso, 1990b)

tti : G + ) nr(l - X)(dc/ox)xo,xt."^

+ 2 @, - s,Xdclds)"e, (4)

where nu and q,, refer to the values of .{ and J,i respec-
tively, in I mol of spinel component j. The order vari-
ables are evaluated by setting the derivatives (dGlds,) suc-
cessively equal to zero.

Thermodynamic parameters of the formulation of Sack
and Ghiorso (1991) that correspond with coefficients of
the Taylor expansion are of six types: (l) vibrational Gibbs
energies of end-members with inverse structural states
[Gf (FeAl,O"), Gt (McAl,O), Gt (Fe,TiOo), and Gf
(FerOo), (2) differences in vibrational Gibbs energies be-
tween normal and inverse 2-3 spinel end-members
(Acilr, AGI5, where the normal state is denoted by a
primed superscript), (3) standard state Gibbs energies of
the reciprocal reactions for Mg and Fe between aluminate
and titanate (AG!), and between aluminate and ferrite
(AG!,) spinels with inverse cation distributions, (4) stan-
dard state Gibbs energies ofthe reciprocal-ordering and
exchange reactions in titanate spinels (AG$ and AGrr*),
(5) symmetric regular-solution-type parameters describ-
ing departures from linearity in vibrational Gibbs energy
along joins between normal and inverse 2-3 end-member
spinels (W"r, Wr,r, and Ws.s), and (6) symmetric regular-
solution-type parameters describing departures from lin-
earity in vibrational Gibbs energy along joins between
vertices differing in composition (rarWr..", I6tWF"ME, WA,
wr4, w$, wt.s, wE,, wr,5,,w24, w2'4, w2.5, w2s', w4s,
Wo, and Wor,, where the under:scorelefers to the mag-
nesian rathe-i than the Fe2* end-member component).
Some inferred relations between thermodynamic param-
eters are a consequence of the assumption that the vibra-
tional Gibbs energy is only a second-degree function of
composition and ordering variables (i.e., no ternary terms
are required). To accommodate these, Sack and Ghiorso
(1991) made the simplifuing assumption that there is no
excess vibrational entropy of mixing. This implies that
all homogeneous reactions have constant vibrational
Gibbs energies and that all regular-solution-type param-
eters are constants independent of temperature. With the
minor adjustments outlined herein the model of Sack and
Ghiorso (1991) successfully accounts for cation ordering
constraints, the composition and temperature depen-
dence of distribution coemcients for Fe and Mg exchange
between spinels and olivines, features of miscibility gaps,
activity-composition data, and calorimetric constraints
on standard state properties of end-member components.

To extend the formulation of Sack and Ghiorso (1991)
to Cr-bearing spinels, we define the following composi-
tion and ordering variables

4G*,+s,,x?+Vc,xx)

*)(r"r .  +c, , , . t?*>rr"r)  .  (2)
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and

Xr: In1Y",t* * 2l6lXct*

St = Vzl2 t6tXc,z* - tatXc,r.l.

Inclusion of these definitions results in the following set
of linearly independent composition variables for the ex-
tended system:

TABLE 1. Definitions of site mole fractions

(5a)
(5b)
(5c)

(5d)

(6a)
(6b)
(6c)

(6d)

IolXrs"*

6tXr..*

ralXr"u

tolXru *

IolXc,u

I6lXsnr*

I6tXr" *

r6t&"3*

I6lxar3*

I61Xc.*

I6lXt *

X r * s ,

2

Xr: I+1)(*r* I 2l6tXy"z*

X3: tttf",r* * 2l6tXc,t*

Xo:  ) Ie)( . ,n*

and

Xr: ItlYr"t* * 2l6tXe"s*

and the following set of ordering variables:

and

51 : talXlqrz* - 216)Xuzz*

Sr: t/2|)tttf,^r* - telXop*l

Sr: r/21)tet)Q.3* - t4lxc,Il

So: Vzl)te\{r"t* - IatXp.r*1.

X , + s ,
X 4 + s r + s s + s r - - ; -

X u - s o

1  -  X " -  X 4 -  X 5 -  s 2

X " - s .

Xr -  s .
4

1 - s r - s s - s 4 _ X 2 - s 1

2 4

X r * 9 .

2

1  -  X " -  x 4 -  X s +  s 2
2

AG95rt: (W.o - Wr,) * (W," - Wu)
* (wr,, - w,,) t (wro - wr,). (9)

Wr,, refers to the regular-solution-type parameter describ-
ing-deviations from linearity in the vibrational Gibbs en-
ergy along the join Mg(Cr)rOo-Fe(Mg,Fe)rOo. The term
AG99e is the standard state Gibbs energy of the reaction

Fe(Cr),Oo + Mg(Al),O4: Fe(Al),Oo + Mg(Cr),Oo

where the parentheses denote octahedral sites. An ex-
haustive list of additional dependent parameters for the
chromium absent system is provided in Table 6 of Sack
and Ghiorso (1991).

Calibration for Cr-bearing spinels

Before proceeding with our analysis of chromian spi-
nels, Some adjustments to the calibration of Sack and
Ghiorso ( I 99 I ) are required. In our earlier calibration for
the energetic parameters of MgAlrO4 (AH\,, and, Wr,r),we
relied upon constraints on the degree oforder (sr) for Al
and Mg between tetrahedral and octahedral sites at high
temperatures obtained by Wood et al. (1986). These
authors used 27Al magic angle spinning (MAS) nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to characterize
synthetic samples annealed over the temperature range
700-1000 C. However, it has been demonstrated in a
subsequent MAS-NMR reexamination of similar sam-
ples (Millard et al., in preparation) that Wood et al. (1986)
overestimated the degree of AI-Mg disorder because they
employed a B, pulse length that is problematic at the
magnetic field intensities employed during their spectra
acquisition. Results of Millard et al. (in preparation) and

X 3 +  s 3

2

x4

2

Given the site population constraints provided by

| : tatXr"z* -f talXuez* * IatXep* I lalXa;,t* I latXp.t* (7a)

and

| : I6lXFe2* * r6tXwz, * r6tXl|p,

* I6lXc,rr * t6lXn":* I l6tXain*
(7b)

we may readily derive expressions that relate the mole
fractions ofcations on tetrahedral and octahedral sites to
these composition and ordering variables. The resulting
definitions of site mole fractions are provided in Table l.
We next adopt a linearly independent set of thermody-
namic parameters, analogous to those employed by Sack
and Ghiorso (1991), and identifu these with coemcienrs
of the Taylor expansion. Substitution of these identities
into Equation 2 generates an explicit expression for the
molar vibrational Gibbs energy. Some simplification is
achieved by setting the ordering variable s, to equal the
composition variable Xr, in accordance with the obser-
vation that Cr3* has an extremely strong preference for
octahedral relative to tetrahedral sites (e.g., Dunitz and
Orgel, 1957; Navrotsky and Kleppa, 1967). Our adopted
set of thermodynamic paramoters reflects this simplifi-
cation and is provided in Table 2. The resulting expres-
sion for the molar Gibbs energy is given in Table 3. Be-
fore proceeding with the analysis, we define two linearly
dependent thermodynamic parameters that emerge from
truncating the expansion for G* at second degree

Wtz :  W" ,  *  (Wr t , q  Wz .2 r  W, r )

and

- (w,r,! w,,, * wr,r) (g)
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TABLE 2. Linearly independent thermodynamic parameters

9Axar,eho.

$x ltnlro.
Qa*.,c.rro.

$q*t'v,o.
Gis*16a*,rer;"o.

qEADo. - 9rta,reto,

Qn.,o,"o, 
- 

-@*.o,,o.

G[,re*uo. - 
@"*16..6e*po.

qggSre.riUo. i uA(ar.Feho. - g{A,Mgbo. -

4"""'!".*-ro. -F 
Gr^,r"Lo. 

- 
-Gfn^."n*.

- 
G*1**,r**,ro.

-Gilg*,.ro. 
* Gqrn,rbo" 

- 
-q4svs,r,Lo. 

-

4qre,r'>o.

- f r  
- - E

Wg(Fe,TlLO. vFdMs,T'bO.

Relevant join(s)

Region 1 Region2 Region 3

I Fet*
I
I
I
I
I Fe3+

0.2

FeCr20a Fe3Oa
Fig. 1. Site distributions calculated for chromite-magnetite

solid solutions al25 t compared with approximate boundaries
between regions of differing cation ordering schemes inferred
from Mtissbauer, magnetic, and volume-composition data (Rob-
bins et al., 1971). Regions I and 3 are the composition ranges
for which RT ln (t+tx".r. t6txF "-)/(utxF"2-r6rX."r.) (Eq- 10) is either
strongly negative or positive (i.e., regions in which magnetite
behaves primarily as a normal and inverse component, respec-
tively).

Calibration of the thermodynamic parameters perti-
nent to chromian spinels (Wrr., W,,r,, WB,, W3,4, W3,4,
Wr,r, Wr.r,) logically proceeds with FeCrrOo-FerOo, bE
cause numerous studies bear on their thermodynamic
properties. Of particular int€rest are constraints on site
distributions at low temperatures (e.g., Robbins et al.,
l97l) and the determinations of the activities of FerOo
at 1400'C (Petric and Jacob, 1982a) and 1223 "C (Kat-
sura et al.,197 5). The low-temperature constraints on site
occupancies in FeCrrOo-FerOo spinels indicate that Fe3*
undergoes a progressive change in site preference with
composition. In Cr-rich compositions Fe3* is primarily
octahedral (i.e., FerOo behaves as a nornal spinel com-
ponent), despite the fact that Fe.Oo has a Fe2*-Fe3* dis-
tribution that is more inverse than random, even at high
temperatures (e.g., Sack and Ghiorso, l99l). Assuming

Parameter type

Definition

End-member
componenIs

Ordering
energres In
2J spinels

Reciprocal
energres

Exchange and
reciprocal
ordering
energ|es

Parameter type

UJ
F
a
E

q
q
Gq
G
ae.
AGi,.
AGo
AQo

A@u

L@x

A@tr

Label

Order-disorder W,,
regular Wr.,
solution Wu.u
parameters

Regularsolution lalWe.us
parameters

Fe(Al),O4-Al(Fe,Al),O1
M g(Al),Oo-Al(M g,Al),Oo
Fe'z*(Fe3*)rOrFe3*(Fe'?*, Fe3t)rO"

Fe(Al),O4-Mg(Al),O4
Fe(Fe,Ti),O4-M g(Fe,Ti),O.
Fe(Mg,Ti),O4-Mg(M g,Ti),O,
FeP*(Fe3*)rO4-M g(Fe3*),04
Fe'?*(Cr),04-M g(Cr),O4
Al(Fe,Al),O4-Al(M g,Al),O4
Fe(Fe,Ti),O4-Fe(Mg,Ti),O1
M g(Fe,Ti),O4-M g(M g,Ti),O4
Fe3*(Fe'?*, Fe3*)r04-Fe3*(M g, Fef *),O1
Al(Fe,Al),O4-Fe,*(Cr),O4
FqAl),O4-FeP*(Cr),04
Mg(Al),OrMg(C0,04
Al(Fe,Al),O4-Fe(Fe,Ti),04
Fe(AD,O4-Fe(Fe,Ti),O4
A(Fe,ADrO4-Fe3*(Fe,*, Fesn)2O4
Al(Mg,Al),Oi-Fe3+(Mg, Fe3*),O4
Fe(Al)rOo-Fe3*(Fe2*, Fe3+)2O4
A(Fe,Al),O1-Fee(F€F*),O4
Fe(Al)rO4-Fe,*(Fe3*)rO4
M g(Al),O1-Mg(Fe3*),O1
Al(M g,Al),Oi-Mg(Cr),O4
Al(M g,Al),04-Mg(M g,Ti),O4
Mg(Al),O1-M g(Mg,TD,O4
Mg(Al),O4-FeP*(M g, Fes*L04
Al(Mg,Al),O{Mg(FeF*),O4
Fe'?*(Cr),O4-FqFe,Ti),O4
Fe'a*(Cr)ro.-F€F*(Fe,*,F€F*)rO4
Fe'z*(Cr)rO.-Fe2t(Fes*),O.
M g(Cr)"Oo-Mg(Mg,Ti),O.
Fe(Fe,Ti),04-Fe3*(Fe*, Fd*),O4
Fe(Fe,Ti),Oo-Fea(Fe3*L04
M g(M g,Ti),O.-M g(Fe3*),O4

IJJ
E
o16l LVF"Mg

the high-temperature (600-1000 'C) refinements of Pe-
terson et al. (in preparation) using neutron diffraction re-
quire that MgAlrOo exhibits a smaller dependence of the
degree of Al-Mg order (sr) on temperature, with 0.64 <
s2 < 0.66 at 1000'C and 0.80 < s, < 0.83 at 600 'C.

Consequently, we have derived appropriate values for
AHtr(-1S.4 kJ) and W2,2(15.1 kJ) and revised the val-
ues of other related parameters for (Fe,Mg)(Al,Fe3*)rOo-
(Fe,Mg)rTiOo (Table 4) to achieve internal consistency
with the remaining constraints enumerated by Sack and
Ghiorso (1991).

080.60.4

w,s,
wr"

wro
wrn
w*

W"u
Wts,
wr"

W " '
wro
W.o
w.,u
w6'
w".o
M'
W"'u'
w!!
w6
w$.
Wou
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TaBLE 3. Definition of G in terms of the preferred thermodynamic parameters

G . : G i + f v 2 ( 1 6 ) w t u v s r w " o - w 1 4 + a G 2 4 ) + v 4 ( L ? o x + a G E r + G i - G i l x " + ( w B . + A G i . s + 6 i - G l l x + ( w 1 4 + G i - G i J x ,

+(4.+ G; -  Gi)x.  + ly2(w2!-  w.n-  I6rwr"us* LG24)+VI(LGox+ aGE ls,  +(wr+ a6i . , )s,  + (W," ' -  W* + ac;5)s4

-1 / t ( r a t vy , . un { l 6 lWr .us+LG* l xZ -W, lX3 -w ,ox | -W, IXZ -1 / t ( r a t vyuu "+ l6 lWr . vs -Ad9 )s? -W ' , sZ -Wuss?

+lv2(rltwtuMs- rqwreus I wr".- wrs- AG%<)t we!- w.'+ aG|alx,\+ly2(t1twF.wt wro- w,!+ LG84l+v4( Gox- L6al7x2x^

+ IV2 (Wr r -Wr ,  lWr , r -Wr r )+AG%' , lX2X5+V2( r6 tWFes - ro tW. " "n )X rS , r f 1 / z ( r a tWr .un - t 6 lWe .us *Wr1 -W22-LGA

* Wz!- W!4+ LG24lX2s2+lyz(r4twF.Ms-IqWnusl W,'- W2,!+ W1s - W"" ! W""- Wr, - AGg') 4 W* - W4s + GL- LG%lX2s4

t ( W " A - W B , - W 1 4 ) X 3 X 1  t ( W " , u - W n , - W 1 i ) X . X s + V 2 ( I 1 t W F . M | 1  t 6 t W r . u e * W r " , - W 2 9 - L c g r l x s q + ( W r " . - W B , - W n ) X 3 s 2

r ( w " 5 , - w 3 5 + w $ - W " ) X . s o r ( w o u - w n - w $ ) x o x | r f 1 / z ( t a t w u * n t w , o - w " ! - L G 2 4 ) + % ( a a o s - a c g l x u s '

r ( W r n - W r o - W r . l x o s 2 t ( W o u , - W 4 s + W 1 s - W n ) X 4 s 4 + V 2 ( W 2 , 5 - W r " * W r r - W r . r ) X " s , t ( W r u - W r " - W r r l X r s ,

* (W.u - WF. + Wrs)X5s4 + y2(t4tWFNs+ I6lWr.us * Wt - Wz2 - LGDsrs2

+ y2(r4twFds * t6lWr.us * Wr,- W"p, + W"5- Wrpr W"."- Wr, - A69)s,sn + (W,"- Wrs, + W"s, - }ry1.)s"so

s - : - n f4 l " ' ,  / x "+s ' \  /  * " . -&1 " ' \  n ( x . * x ^ ,  x+s ' \
L  z  " \ - - ,  / + \ x 3 + x 1 + s ' ?  z  /  \  

s 2 r s a - - ,  
)

+ ( X . - s r l n ( X s - s . ) + ( 1  - x .  -  X o -  X " - s , ) l n ( 1  -  X " -  X o - X . -  s J  + 2 x 3 l n r " * + " ( ? )

+ ( t - x"- sz - s, - +),n(1 
- & - ". 

- 
". - 

x. - 
",\ + (xs + s1) "("#)\ ',.,' 

-1, ' o .1.
+ (1 - & - Xo- xu* ""r"(1-}:+-}l-9). r"f l

G:  G i  -  r s r c
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IhaI Wr,, is negligible and A11I5 - 30 kJ/gfw (Sack and
Ghiorso, l99l), W3,s must be about 40 kJ/gfw larger
than Wr,r, to generate values of RZ lnlt+ly.",tt6tXp.z*)/
(IatXp.z*t61Xe.t*) from the condition of homogeneous equi-
librium (dGldsu) : 0,

^ _. l,orx,",_ ","*,_) : AG!, * Wr,r(l _ 2so)Kr tn\r4rxF.-r61xF.* 
t 

-

* (w"" - wr,, - w3;(l - x) (10)

that are consistent with the observation that Fe3* is pri-
marily octahedral in Cr-rich compositions. Both the site
distribution (Fig. l) and activity-composition constraints
(Fig. 2) are satisfied if Wy5 is about 42 kJ/gfw and W3,s,
is negligible. The inference that W3,s, is negligible agrees
with size considerations (i.e., the octahedral radii of Cr3*
and Fe3* are similar) and is roquired to duplicate the
functional form of the activity-composition constraints.

Several types of data bear on the calibration of the
parameters W3,4, W3.4, WB,, Wn,, Tnd Wy3,. They include
(l) approxima-t6 bound on the extents to which miscibil-
ity gaps in FeAlrOo-FerTiOo and MgAlrOo-MgrTiO" pro-
trude into ternary subsystems containing FeCrrOo or
MgCrrOo over the temperature range 1000-1300 qC Muan
et al., 1972), (2) Al-Cr partitioning for (Al,cr)ro, solid
solutions coexisting with Fe(Al,Cr)rOo and Mg(Al,Cr)rOo
(Petric and Jacob, 1982b; Oka et al., 1984) and
Na(Al,Cr)rSirO. coexisring with Mg(Al,Cr)rOo (Canoll
Webb and Wood, 1986), and (3) both experimental and
petrological constraints on Fe-Mg partitioning between

olivine and (Fe,MgXAl,Cr,Fe3*)2O4-(Fe,Mg)rTiOo (Sack,
1982; Engi, 1983; Jamieson and Roeder, 1984; Lehmann
and Roux, 1986; Hill and Sack, 1987; Allan et al., 1987,
1988). A value for W'o of about 41.84 kJlCflil is in rea-
sonable accord with the approximate constraints of Muan
etal. (1972\ for FeAlrOo-FerTiOu-FeCrrOn at 1000'C (FU.
3a). Such a value is near the upper bound permitted by
the inference that FerTiOo-FeCrrOo exhibit complete

(}1 03 05 17 09
FeCrzO+ Fe3O4

Fig. 2 Calculated activity-composition relations for Fe-
CrrO.-Fe.Oo compared with experimental determinations of FerOo
activity. Vertical lines indicate the 1o error associated wilh the
FerOo activity determinations of Katsura et al. (1975; l2n f)
and Petric and Jacob (1982a;1400 "C).

,=
.! os(,

0.3
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Trele 4. Preferred values of model parameters (kJ)

Parameter Value (kJ)
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ADr r
W,,

W".

-36.401

0.000'
18.828

15.062

- @

0.000,

27.405

0.000'

33.681

0.000-

- 15.062
0.000.

10.042

0.000-

FeAl,Ol

MgAl,On

FeCr,O.
Assumed negative enough to stabilize the

normal structure at all temperatures

FesOl

A C

W"

Alf"n

ASSo

A U

A Q

atf.,
Aex

ae

26.150
0.000r
0.000

Reciprocal terms
Reaction:

AlA.

aoEr

16lt7p"us

W,S
w,n
wr"
W.u
IalWtuus

Wr"
wrn
W,,
wr",
wrs,
wrn
W"u'
wro
wr"
w",o
w",n
W"u
W,,
w$
Wos
Wns,

Standard state parameters
-369 866 defined as TI - E,

-0.04100 defined as 
_s - Si

Interaction patameters
8.368 definition for !ry1,

47.279
87.027
41 840
48.953

8.368 definition for l,Vl.,.
24.686
51.882
60.250
29.288
40.585
52.718
64.015
45.606
60.250
41.840
43.514
41.840
0.000

25.104
8.368
7.531

Vz Fe2TiO4 + Al(Mg,Al),O4 : th Mg2TiO4
+ Al(Fe,Al),O4

Reaction:
Fe3+(Fe,+,Fe3+),O4 + Al(Mg,Al),O4 :

Fe(Mg,Fe),O4 + Al(Fe,Al),O4

Reaction:
Fe(Mg,Ti),O4 : Mg(Fe,Ti),Oo

Reaction:
Fe,TiO4 + MgJiO4: Fe(Mg,Ti).O.

Mg(Fe,Ti),O4

FeAl2Oa Fe2TiOo

MgAl2Oa Mg2TiOa

Fig. 3. Calculated miscibility gaps for a FeAlrOo-FeCrrOo-
FerTiOo and b MgAlrOo-MgCrrOo-Mg.TiOo compared with ex-
perimental constraints and composition data for coexisting
Cr- and Ti-rich spinels in lunar basalts. (a) The solid curves
represent miscibility gaps for FeAlrOo-FeCrrOo-FerTiOo calcu-
lated for 800,900, 1000, 1100, 1200, and 1300'C. The shaded
ellipse and open circles connected by a dashed line indicate the
approximate constraints on the extent of ternary miscibility and
the sense of a tie line for coexisting ternary spinels. These results
were estimated from X-ray determinative curves and synthesis
experiments by Muan et al. (1972). The dashed line connecting
points on the 1000 "C miscibility gap is a comparable calculated
tie line. The solid circles connected by dashed lines indicate the
composition data reported by Agrell et al. (1970), Champness et
al. (1971), Haggerty and Meyer (1970), and Taylor et al. (1971)
for coexisting Cr- and Ti-rich spinels in lunar basaltic rocks. (b)
The solid curves represent miscibility gaps for MgAlrOo-Mg-
Cr,Oo-Mg,TiO4 calculated for 800, 900, 1000, I100, 1200, and
1300 "C. Symbols are analogous to those in a.

Nofe.' Brackets denote octahedral sites.
' Required for temperature independent try parameters.

miscibility down to temperatures of at least 1000 "C (e.g.,
Evans and Moore, 1968; Muan et al., 1972). Smaller val-
lues of W3,4 are unlikely because the size of this parameter
is the chief factor determining the extent of ternary solid
solution in light of plausible values for the parameters
Wr' and Wr,r, permitted by the other data. However, the
approximate constraints of Muan et al. (1972) for Mg-
AlrOo-MgrTiOn-MgCrrOo Gig. 3b) do not place similarly
tight bounds on the analogous parameter l/r,0. Because

FeCr2Oa

MgCr2Oa
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MgAlrO4 is significantly more disordered than FeAlrOo
(e.g., Sack and Ghiorso, 1991), the extent of ternary solid
solution calculated for MgAIrOo-MgrTiOo-MgCrrOo is
equally sensitive to the size of the parameter Wrr,. We
may safely assume, however, that upper bounds oi Wro
are similar to those on W,o because high-temperature
miscibility gaps are also not evident in MgrTiOo-Mg-
CrrOo (cf. Muan et al., 1972).

Constraints on the parameters Wrr,, Wrr,, and W"r, may
be readily derived from Al-Cr partitioning data for
(Al,Cr)rO, solid solutions coexisting with Fe(Al,Cr)rOo and
Mg(Al,Cr)Oo (Petric and Jacob, 1982b; Oka et al., 1984).
As we will demonstrate, these constraints also bear on
the size of the parameter sum (W,o -l Wrr, - Wr.o -
Wrr,) appeaing in the expression foi aGgry (Eq. 9), be-
cause we have assumed that the vibrational Gibbs energy
may be satisfactorily described by a Taylor expansion of
only second degree in composition and ordering variables
(i.e., no ternary terms are required). Because this param-
eter sum is also constrained by Fe-Mg partitioning be-
tween olivine and chromian spinels, a consistent value
for it must be obtained from the analysis of both Al-Cr
and Fe-Mg partitioning. Analysis of the data for
Fe(Al,Cr)rOo is the most straightforward because activi-
ty-composition relations for (Al,Cr)rO, solid solutions are
well known (Jacob, 1978; Chatterjee et al., 1982) and
FeAlrOo is substantially normal at the temperature (l100
'C) at which Al-Cr partitioning between (Al,Cr)rO, and
Fe(Al,Cr)rOo has been determined by Petric and Jacob
(1982b). Accordingly, the term (W,, - Wrr) (1 - X3 -

sr) is small in the expression for the (Cr,Al)-r exchange
potential. For Fe(Al,Cr)rOo referenced to normal cation
ordering states, this expression is given by

v2@G/ax) + lz(oG/os,)
f  r^rv 

- l

:  vz(G!,  -  Gi)  + Rrhl#- l
L 

r-,-^ Alr+l

- t/z(Wr, - W"')(l - X' - sr)

I r/zWr,r,(s, - Xr).
( l  l )

Therefore, a fairly well-constrained estimate for the pa-
rameter W"r, may be obtained by evaluating the slope
defined by the exchange data ofPetric and Jacob (1982b).
We proceed by utilizing the condition of Cr-Al exchange
equilibrium between (Al,Cr)rO, and Fe(Al,Cr)rOo

&Slrerr,:N)rr8i-if i , (r2)

0

L-  - 1 0

o . 5
04

L !

" oo -20

- 0.8 -0.4 0I) 0.4 03

s z - X s

Fig. 4. Calibration for O&i:t!? (Eqs. 13 and l7) compared
with experimental constraints. Solid bars indicate extreme val-

ues of p-!nft;!1 and (s, - X3) that are consistent with the parti-

tioning data ofPetric and Jacob (1982b) at 1100'C and I atm
for Al-Cr exchange between (Al,Cr)rO, solid solutions and
Fe(A1,Cr)rOn. Shaded and ruled bars represent extreme values of
ptnft;li and (s, - Xr) calculated from the data of Oka et al.
(1984) at 1250 and 1050 "C (25 kbar) for partitioning ofAl and
Cr between (Al,Cr),O, solid solutions and Mg(Al,Cr)zOo. The
widths and lengths of bars are consistent with an assumed un-
certainty of 0.010 in the ratios of AV(AI + Cr) in the exchanging
phases and do not incorporate errors arising from uncertainties
in activity-composition relations of (Al,Cr)rOr solid solutions or
volume-composition relations in (Al,Cr)rO, or Mg(Al,Cr)rOo solid
solutions (see text). The diagonal line denotes the calibration of

Ofnlil? based on the values of the thermodynamic parameters
given in Table 4. This line has a slope corresponding to one-half
of the value of the parameter W"r'. The data of Oka et al. (1984)

at 796 "C (open bars) are shown for comparison only.

where AGgnfrili is the standard state Gibbs free energy
change ofthe reaction

t/zCrrO, + TzFe(ADrOo:t/zAl2O3 + %Fe(Cr)rOo.

Expressions for affro, and a#ro. are derived from the cal-
ibration for thermodynamic properties of (Al,Cr)rO, of
Chatterjee et al. (1982), and the ordering variable s, is
given by solution of the condition of homogeneous equi-
librium for FeAlrOo-FeCrrOo:

0:  (0G/0s,)

/  u rw t6 tv  \
:  R?" ln l  

"AFe2+ ' - ' ^ /d t '  
I  +  AGt ,  +  Wr . , ( l  _  2sr )"' "'\r+ry^, r6tXpe,/ ' -v |r

* (w"r,- wr,, - wrr,)Xr. (14)

A value for Wr' of about 25 kI/gfw is required (Fie. 4)
by the data ofPetric and Jacob (1982b).

We may also derive a comparable set of equations to
describe Cr(Al)-, partitioning at 25 kbar between
(Al,Cr)rO, and Mg(Al,Cr),Oo (Oka et al., 1984), providing
we make the approximations that (l) s, does not depend

E

' 
fl rzso. c

Mo(Al.Cr) "O, 
-

- 
S roso"c

25kbar I
Ll 7s6" c

Fe(Al,CO 2O4 l bar I ttOO.C

and define a thermodynamic quantity analogous to the
logarithm of the distribution coefficient,

-  / n s . ^ \  / s Y ^ . \ottn:r,: prmffi/ - *tt'(ff,)

* t/z(Wy1 - W,r,)(l - X, - sr)

: AG8<b'1, + t/zW"r(s, - X3) ( l  3)
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o: -Rr''(Fr,,J,, - Pv&Pi ,

on pressure and that (2) the effects of temperature and
pressure on molar volumes cancel across the Cr(Al)_, ex-
change. With these approximations, the condition of
Cr(Al) , exchange equilibrium may be written

multaneously using Equations 13 and 17. We find that
the data of Oka et al. (1984) require Wr., to be greater
than about 40 kJ/gfu to achieve values fof the parameter
W,... comparable with those derived from analysis of the
data ofPetric and Jacob (1982b). Substantially larger val-
ues of Wr' are unlikely because they result in calculated
miscibility gaps for MgAlrOo-MgrTiOo-MgCrrOo that are
much less extensive than those suggested by the experi-
mental constraints of Muan et al. (1972\. Values of the
parameter sum (W'o * Wrr, - W'o - Wrr,) in the range
8.5-17 kJ/gfw are-iequired for the data-of Oka et al.
(1984) at 1050 and 1250 qC and the data ofPetric and
Jacob (1982b) at ll00 "C to be in reasonable accord.
Finally, the parameter values derived for Mg(Al,Cr)rOo
should satisfy the minimum bound on the degree of non-
ideality of this solid solution determined by Carroll Webb
and Wood (1986). From reversed brackets on Al-Cr par-
titioning between Na(Al,Cr)SirOu and Mg(Al,Cr)rOo at
1000 and ll00 "C and 25 kbar, they demonstrate that
the maximum nonideality associated with the
Mg(Al,Cr)rOo solid solution is 5.65 + 1.05 kJ/gfw, if it is
assumed that the Na(Al,Cr)SirOu solution is ideal. The
calibration we obtain subsequently results in the com-
parable value of 6.10 kJlgfw.

Further constraints on the value of the parameter
sum (W'o * Wn, - W.,o - Wr") may be derived by con-
sidering Fe-Mg partitioning between olivine and Cr-bear-
ing spinels (Sack, 1982; Engi, 1983; Murck and Camp-
bell, 1986; Allan et al., 1987,1988; Gee and Sack, 1988).
Sack and Ghiorso ( I 99 I ) have developed a calibration of
such a relation for olivine coexisting with (Fe,Mg)-
(Al,Fe3*)rO4-(Fe,Mg)rTiOo over the temperature range
650-1400'C. To utilize their updated results in our cal-
ibration, it is necessary to define the condition of Fe-Mg
exchange equilibrium between olivine and (Fe,Mg)-
(Al,Cr,Fe3*)rOo-(Fe,Mg)rTiOo. This condition is given by

Pftt r."l , : &ife<ro r. (18)

The left hand side of Equation 18 may be written

pftlao, : t/z@fr"2sioo - Gg"r$oJ + RZ In(Xft'rrsion/Xg;r,oo;

+ (Arr1"' + 2 W)0 - 2 x?i",",o.) (19)

where the standard state Gibbs energies of MgrSiOo and
FerSiOo are taken from the data of Berman (1988) and
the value of (Af/!.o' + 2 Wfl) is from Sack and Ghiorso
(1989). We may expand the right hand side of Equation
18 for spinels in the normal cation ordering state

/,sr,lere.r ' 
: t1&tnlr,o.,-,

p'nfr,^>oo ! ritl 2oo: (dG/dxr) + (dGlds,) (20)

and utilize Equation 20 to rewrite Equation 18 in zero
intercept form for the ordinate variable Xr, which mul-
tiplies the parameter sum (V[/r,o I Wn, - W'o - Wrr,).
These manipulations allow uS-to define a general ther-
modynamic equivalent to the traditional ln Ko for equi-
librium exchange of Mg and Fe between olivine and spi-
nel:

/  t o t v  \

+ Rrlnlt#*f + rZnX1g-i"
Vo'xo' ' t /

- t/z(Wr,2 - Wrr,)(l - X3 - sr) + t/zWr.r.(s, - Xr)

+ (aGg,i[rt:i),.T + PaZS,ixft:l. ( 1 5 )

In this expression AG8^Xb:'i is the standard state free en-
ergy change of the reaction lzCr,O. + YzMg(Al)rOo :
t/2Al2O3 + TzMg(Cr)rOo, and A-Z[{fj;_sp is equal to 0.0179

$/eflr (Oka et al., 1984). Expressions for Tgnffgso and
7fn,8,i, may be derived from those given for the excess
volumes of Mg(Al,Cr)rOo and (Al,Cr),O, by Oka et al.
(1984) and Chatterjee et al. (1982), respectively. The or-
dering variable s, is provided by solution ofthe condition
of homogeneous equilibrium for MgAlrOo-MgCrrOo,

0:  (6G/0s,)

/  t o t w  1 6 l  a

:  RT ln{ t * r . {p r r : - ro rXer r . )+  aGi ,  +  Wr . r ( l  _  2sr )^t '  " '  
\r4lxArr _t61X.",,  J

* (w"r. - wr,, - wrr,)x, (16)

where AGf, is a dependent parameter (see Eq. 8 and Ta-
ble 6 of Sack and Ghiorso, 1991). Taking into account
the relation between (Acg.if1,s9,," and (AGgaT;lo,),,. given
by Equation 9, AGgn{q,1sy : AG&fi;l", + AG9!N), we may
rewrite Equation 15 into a form for which the data ob-
tained at 25 kbar bearing on the Al(Cr)_, exchange reac-
tion between (Al,Cr)rO, and Mg(Al,Cr)rOo (Oka et al.,
1984) may be analyzed in conjunction w'ith the data ob-
tained at I bar of Petric and Jacob (1982b). This manip-
ulation yields an expression equivalent to Equation 13:

- *."(ffi) - "o."*,,*
-t t/z(W.,, - Wrr)(l - X, - sr)

- Pazgi[i,-:i - AGggD

: ac3.ffu.f, i t/zW"r,(s, - Xr). (17)

Several bounds on Wr' and AGgM (i.e., the parameter
sum Wr.o I Wrr, - Wro - Wrr) are readily obtained
when the data obtained at 1050 and 1250'C by Oka et
al. (1984) and Petric and Jacob (1982b) are analyzed si-
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Qf,.r,=l,g,go., , - tlg,+ i"a^Sgr * nf fr(Me-)
. . ' 'X." '  /

1 (w,o - LForo - wro - v2aHox - vzaHour)

I (totWr"*" - tlzA'I{r)st

- (IotWr,*, - Wr,, * W", * Wz! - W"o

- th\Hox - VzLITor* + aE94)s,

- (Iotwo"*"- wz.2- w22'+ w2'2+ wys+ w's'

I Wos,- Wor,- Wr,, - t/z\Ho* - VzAHor*

+ AH94- A,Hlr)so

I (IotWr"-" + VzLH\)X,

- (totWr.*" - lzLHopv - t/zAHo* + LH94)X3

- (Io\Wr"*" * Wro - Wrt)Xo

- (a179, * Wr,, - W", * W,, - Wr,r)X,

: (Wz.t * Wrr, - W'o - Wrz.)Xt. (21)

In this expression, AE!, and AS!' are the standard state
enthalpy and entropy differences, respectively, between
MgAlrO" and FeAlrOo in their inverse cation ordering
states (Sack and Ghiorso, 1991), and sl,.t2, and J4 are
given by solution of the conditions of homogeneous equi-
librium (general expressions provided in Table 5)' It

should be noted that once calibrated, Equation 2l pto'

vides the basis for a general spinel-olivine geothemom-

eter, which may be used to estimate equilibration tem-
peratures for all spinel-olivine pairs ofpetrological interest'

Various data bearing on the calibration of Fe-Mg par-

titioning between olivine and (Fe,Mg)(Al,Cr,Fe3t)rOo-
(Fe,Mg)rTiOo are displayed in Figure 5. We note that the
calibration for @[-.. is within analytical uncertainty of all
such constraints and that it has been achieved utilizing a
value for the parameter sum (I/r,o * Wn' - W.'o -

Wrr,) near the lower limit of the range permitted by the

dati displayed in Figure 4. We further note that to achieve

this result it has been necessary to lower shghtly the es-
timate for LFloand make other very minor adjustments
in a few related parameters in the model of Sack and
Ghiorso (1991). Although the value of AHgo utilized by
Sack and Ghiorso (1991;28.5 kJ/Cfu) is appropriate for
the comparison of Fe-Mg partitioning relations between
olivine and aluminate, ferrite, and titanate spinels, it leads
to slight but consistent underestimates of@!,-.. for mixed
Ti-rich (Fe,Mg)(Al,Fe'*)rOo - (Fe,Mg)'TiOo and (Fe,Mg)-
(Al,Cr,Fe")rO, - (Fe,Mg)rTiOo. This discrepancy is rem-
edied by adjusting aFgo downward by about 2 U/gfw and
refining related parameters (Tables 4 and 6) to ensure that
the remaining constraints of phase equilibrium, cation
ordering, and standard state summarized here and by Sack
and Ghiorso (1991) continue to be satisfied. The resulting
calibration yields values of @f' (Sack and Ghiorso, 1991)
that are slightly lower than those appropriate for the most
Fe-rich and Mg-rich (Fe,Mg)rTiOo reported by Hill and

TABLE 5. Conditions for homogeneous equilibrium

/d6\
t - l
\ds, /

i tx  + s,y2 -  x"  -  2x^+ s,  -  2s,  -  2s.) l
o : R f t n l  v ' ,  - r ^ -  " z  - - !  - '  - z  - i , .  

1 + V 2 ( A G o r + A G h ) + ( A G ! . + W q - W , n - l 6 l W r " u s ) + ( G 9 - L o l W r . * s - l t l W . . " J s '- "' "'l(X" - s,X2& + 2X4- x2 - s, + 2s2 + 2so).1

* ( tntW*"n+tqWr*s -  a6tr+ wr-  W2,2ls"*  ( to lW.""n 4 t6 lWroue -  LGor-  W"t+ Wre I  W'u-  Wrr-  W"' ! -  Wa)sn

* ( r " rw . . " n -  sw r . * )X r * ( t o lw . . * "+ t6 lw r . us -a6 l+wB . -w2 ! ) x3 * ( l o lw r " "n -w"o Iw '4 -LG I )X .

+ v2(a6o,, - LG\lx, I (w,, - w,., + w2p - w.'"lX'

, :  - r " [
( 1  - x . -  X o - x u - " " X 1  - t - x " + ] - s , - s . 1

+ (w," + AGi,) + l/z(W|. - W2'2+ tlJWF€Ms + t6twr.'s - A61)St

- 2 w r 1 s 2 + ( 1 , y ' . + W ' u , - W r u - W , u ) s n + 1 / 2 ( r 4 t w F . M s - t 6 l w r . " s - a 6 " * + w 1 1  - w 2 2 ) x 2 + ( A 6 9 4 + w 2 ! - w u ) x 2

I (w,", - w,s, - wnlx3 * (wro - wil - wn\xo+ (l,v1. - w15 - wr)xs

( 1  - & -  x 4 - x s + s t ( & + x .  - + - Z + s , + s o )

/qe\
\as,/

/a6\
t - l

\as./

n - 
"r,nf(X" 

+ soX2X" + 2X. - X, - s, + 2s. - 2s.)l -,
L (& - sJ(2 - v" -nffi] + (aG;' + w15 - w15l

+V2(I'tWr"w1 lqWcve r W"'"- Wr'r- LGox+ Wrs+ Wtu - Wr'|- Wr:)s, + (W$+ W'" - W'" - l/ylt)s'

- 2 w s ' s o + V 2 ( r 4 t w F . M s - t 6 l l v F 6 M s r W " , " - W r - A G o E x + w n , + W r " - W " ' 9 - W " l ) X " + ( 4 6 9 . - L G 9 5 + W 6 - W n l X "

t (w"5, - w35 + w$ - w,,,)X"+ (lry'. + Wou. - Wn" - W,"')Xo+ (W," + wu - w$)xs
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I

a 4

Olivine - Spinel, Fe - Mg exchange

(Fe,Mg)Cr zO q ------>

X 3

Fig. 5. Calibration for @f,_.. (Eq. 2l) compared with exper-
imental and petrological constraints. Tips ofarrows indicate val-
ues of@[., calculated from the results ofexchange experiments
for Fe-Mg between olivine and aluminate-chromite spinels at
69t909'C (Engi, 1983). Arrows indicate the direction of change
of 0I".. during a given experiment. Only the tightest reversal
brackets for Xflj < 0.97 and X, > O are shown; results of Cr-
absent experiments are considered by Sack and Ghiorso (1991).
Circles indicate spinel-olivine pairs from the melting and crys-
tallization experiments of Sack (1982), Sack et al. (1987b). and
Gee and Sack (1988). Shaded boxes represent values of OL..
calculated for spinel-olivine pairs in glassy lavas from seamounts
adjacent to the East Pacifrc Rise (Allan et al., 1982, I 988, 1989)
and the Tuzo Wilson seamounts (Allan, personal communica-
tion) employing temperatures estimated by the authors. Dots
indicate the experimental results of Murck and Campbell (1986).
The diagonal line denotes the calibration of OL., based on the
values of the thermodynamic parameters given in Tables 4 and
6. This line has zero intercept and a slope corresponding to the
parameter sum (VIl3,4 * Ws, - W,o - Wrr,).

Sack (1987). We emphasize that the resulting inconsis-
tency pertains only to end-member titanate spinels in
which short-range ordering is a complicating factor.

Standard state properties

In this section we derive internally consistent values
for the thermodynamic properties of the end-member
components MgCrrOo (picrochromite) and FeCrrOo
(chromite). In addition, we update the end-member prop-
erties of the Cr-absent components reported by Sack and
Ghiorso (1991). The recommended set of end-member
thermodynamic properties to be used in conjunction with
the solution parameters reported in Table 4 are provided
in Tables 6a, 6b, and 6c. They are consistent with the
thermodynamic data of Berman (1988) and our previ-
ously published solution theory for olivine, orthopyrox-
enes and rhombohedral oxides (Sack and Ghiorso. I 989.
Ghiorso, 1990a).

Picrochromite (MgCrrOo)

Low-temperature heat capacity measurements have
been reported by Shomate (1944; 54-296 K) and high-
temperature heat content determinations have been pro-
vided by Naylor (1944;387-1783 K).These experimental
results were combined and fitted, according to the meth-
ods outlined in Berman and Brown (1985), to yield the
heat capacity parameteization reported in Table 6a. The
expression reproduces the data over the temperature range
250-1780 K with an average absolute deviation of less
than 0. l0o/0.

The adopted reference-state entropy of picrochromite
(see Table 6b) is taken from Shomare (1949 and repre-
sents a smooth extrapolation to 0 K without inclusion of
magnetic or structural ordering contributions. The zero-
point entropy is assumed to be zero (consistent with a
normal cation distribution down to 0 K). Subsequent to
Shomate's (1944) experimental study, it has been shown
that MgCrrOo undergoes a paramagnetic-antiferromag-
netic transition at -16 K and a further magnetic trans-
formation to a helicoidal spin ordering arrangement at
- l3 K (Shaked et al., 1970). The maximum entropy that
might result from these magnetic transitions is 2 R ln 4
(23.052 J/K), but the actual contribution could be less if
the structure fails to develop the full long-range magnetic

TABLE 6A. Standard state thermodynamic properties

kt k"
h  ( x 1 0  ' )  ( x 1 0  u )

K3

( x 1 0 i ) {
L1

(x 1o')
L"

(x105)  A lH

FeAl"Oo* (hercynite) 235.190 -14.370 -46.919 64.564
MgAl,O1". (spinel) 235.90 -17.666 -17104 4.062
FeCr,Oot (chromite) 236.874 -16.796 O.OOO -16.765
MgCr,Oif (picrochromite) 201.981 -5.519 -57.844 57.729
FeJio4-'(ulv6spinel) 249.65 -18.174 O.OO0 -5.453
Mg.TiO"-" (cubic phase) 226.11 -19.801 -17.011 4.128
Feooi'- (magnetite) 207.93 0.000 -72.499 66.436
MgFe,Oo.'(magnesioferrite) 196.66 O.OOO -74.922 91.007
2 9 8 K <  f <  4  G : k o + & f - 0 . 5 +  k 2 T 2 +  k s T - s +  T I L . +  t 4 T ) ,
l i  < r  c . :  16+ k1T o.5 + k2T2 + ksTs

848
665

- 19.502
15.236

61.037 1565
-53.571 931

Nofe; Lattice-and magnetic heat capacity functions (q) for temperatures greater than 298 K and pressures of 105 pa.

.- Estimated from algorithms in Berman and Brown (1985), with ko adjusted to agree with the 298.15 K value reported by King (1956)..* Berman and Brown (1985).
f Fitted to the Berman and Brown (1985) form from data provided by Naylor (1944) and Shomate (1944).
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TABLE 68. Standard state thermodynamic properties
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Adopted value Reported value
(J/K) (J/K)

Uncertainty
(J/K)

lnverse
(J/K)

Entropy at Ordering
0 K (J/K) (J/K)

FeAl2O4
(hercynite)

MgAl,O.
(spinel)

FeCrrOo
(chromite)

MgCrro4
(picrochromite)

FerTi04
(ulvdspinel)

Mg,TiOn
(cubic phase)

Fe.Oo
(magnetite)

MgFe.O.
(magnesioferrite)

115.362

84.535B

142.676

106.020

185.447E

120.170

1 46.1 148

122.765

1 06.270A

80.584c

1 46.020"

1 06.020D

1 63.1 76F

1 03.596

146.147c

118.407H

0.84

0.42

1.67

0.84

2.51

0.63

0.84

0.84

1 15.358

84.320

154.202

1 17.546

173.921

1 08.644

146.1 1 1

122.662

s9 -s i
s8 -s t
s8 -s i

s3 -s i

s8 -5 ;

s i

st
c r

c r

s;

0.000

0.000

0.004

0.215

11 .526

11 .526

11 .526

11 .526

0.000 0.003

0.000 0.103

Note.'Entropy at 298.15 K and 105 Pa.
A King (1956). C" measured from 51 to 298 K and extrapolated to 0 K assuming no low-temperature magnetic transitions.
B Berman (1988). See text.
c King (1955). Cp measured from 51 to 298 K and extrapolated to 0 K assuming no low-temperature magnetic transitions.
D Shomate (1944).
E Reported value + 2R In 2 + residual low-temperature magnetic entropy.
F Todd and King (1953). C" measured from 51 to 298 K and extrapolated to 0 K assuming no low-temperature magnetic transitions below those

detected at 56 K and 99.1 K (magnetostriction efiect and the paramagnetiGantiferromagnetic transformation).
G Westrum and Gronvold (1969). G measured from 5 to 298 K and extrapolated to 0 K. The reported value has no zero point addition.
H King (1954). Cp measured from 51 to 298 K and extrapolated to 0 K assuming no low-temperature magnetic transitions. The reported value has

no zero point addition.

order even at low temperatures (e.g., McGuire et al., 1952).
[The maximum magnetic contribution to the entropy is
given by R ln (2s * l), where r is the sum ofthe unpaired
spins of the electrons that participate in the development
of magnetic order (Gopal , 1966). The Cr3* ion has three
such unpaired d-electrons; hence s is equal to 3/2.1 With-
out detailed adiabatic calorimetry below 50 K, the ques-
tion of the magnetic contribution to the reference-state
entropy of picrochromite remains unresolved.

The reference-state enthalpy is taken from Robie et al.

TABLE 6c. Standard state thermodynamic properties

(1978), who adopt the value ofParker et al. (1971). The
origin and uncertainty of this number are unknown.

Chromite (FeCrrOn)

The low-temperature adiabatic calorimetry measure-
ments of Shomate (1944; 53-296 K) are combined with
the high-temperature heat content measurements of Nay-
lor (1944;386-1787 K) to generate the equation for heat
capacity reported in Table 6a. The fitting procedure is
described by Berman and Brown (1985), and the equation

Adopted value Reported value
(kJ) (kJ)

Uncertainty
(kJ)

Normal
(kJ)

lnverse
(kJ)

Ordering
(kJ)

FeAlrOi
(hercynite)

MgAl,Oo
(spinel)

FeCr.Oo
(chromite)

MgCr.Oo
(picrochromite)

FerTiO.
(ulvdspinel)

MgJi04
(cubic phase)

Fe"Oo
(magnetite)

MgFe,O4
(magnesioferrite)

- 1 947.681

-2300.313

- 1 445.490

- 1 783.640

- 1 488.500

-2161 .998

- 1 1 17.403

- 1 406.465

- 1 966.480.

-2302.000*

- 1 783.6401

-21 64.383+

-1117.403-

-1428.4201

8.500

2.700

8.370

6.726

1.841

-1947.682

-2300.369

- 1445.490

- 1 783.640

- 1 091 .254

- 1409.367

- 191 1 .281

-2281.959

-1416.202

-1774.017

- 1 488.500

-2161 .998

-1117.404

- 1406.438

0.001

0.056

0.000

0.000

0.001

0.027

Hi

Hi

Ht

Hi

H!

Note.'Enthalpy of tormation from the elements at 298.15 K and 105 pa.
'Wagman et al. (1969).

" Shearer and Kleppa (1973).
f Robie et ar. (1978).
+ Stull and Prophet (1971).
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reproduces the data over the temperature range 250-1790
K with an average absolute deviation of less than 0.20o/o.

Shomate (1944) reports an estimate for the reference-
state entropy of chromite (Table 6b). The value was ob-
tained by the usual method of extrapolating a smooth
extension of the measwed C" curve to 0 K and includes
energetic contributions from two nonnormal sources. A
lambdalike C" anomaly, which develops over the range
90-140 K, results in an entropy contribution of 2.37 J/K.
gfw and is probably related to the cubic-tetragonal phase
transition (Francombe, 1957; Shirane et al., 1964). The
C" anomaly at lower temperature, which peaks at 75 K
coincides nicely with the measured N6el temperature of
80 K (Shirane et al., 1964). However, the entropy effect
(over the range 50-80 K) associated with this paramag-
netic-antiferromagnetic transition is only 0.75 J/K.gfw
(Shomate, 1944). This suggest rhar the majority of the
magnetic entropy (up to 2 R ln 4 + R ln 5; 36.433 J/K.
gfu) is either not developed at lower temperatures or is
associated with the transformation from collinear to hel-
icoidal spin that is known to occur at -35 K (Shirane et
al., 1964). Although the calorimetric data do not allow
these issues to be resolved, an independent estimate for
the reference-state entropy ofchromite can be found by
recognizing that the relation

Sg.",roo : SR r..roo - 2aS% - AS9, e2)

must hold as a consequence of our formulation for the
vibrational Gibbs energy of spinel solutions. From the
tabulated expressions of heat capacity for picrochromite
and chromite, and our calibration ofthe exchange ofFe2*-
Mg between chromian spinel and olivine (Figs. 4 and 5),
we arrive at an internally consistent estimate of 142.676
J/K.gfw for the reference-state entropy of chromite. This
number is at the lower limit of the 2o uncertainty of the
value reported by Shomate 09aD. Our estimate is sub-
ject to the same absolute uncertainty as that ascribed to
picrochromite.

An expression similar to Equation 22 relates the ref-
erence-state enthalpy of formation of picrochromite to
that of chromite. Simplification of G* yields

*  (wro *  wu,*  w!o)
- (wr, + w24 + w3'4) (23)

which results, by means of analysis of equilibria involv-
ing exchange of Fe2* and Mg between olivine and spinel
(Figs. 4 and 5), in an internally consistent estimate of
AI42rar!rb.. for FeCrrOo. This value is adopted and is
reported in Table 6c.

Aluminates, titanates, and ferrites

Internally consistent thermodynamic properties for
Fe':*-Mg aluminate, titanate, and ferrite end-member spi-
nels are derived by Sack and Ghiorso (1991). Their anal-
ysis is based on values for the standard-state properties
of spinel (MgAlrO") and magnetite (Fe,O") derived by
Berman (1988), and on Ghiorso's (1990a) estimate for

the thermodynamic properties of ulviispinel (FerTiOo). In
combination with their solution parameters, these refer-
ence properties of the end-members permit Sack and
Ghiorso (1991) to derive values for the reference-state
entropy and enthalpy of formation of hercynite (Fe-
Alroo), MgFerOo, and MgrTiOo. In this paper we have
made minor revisions to the solution parameters for the
aluminate-titanate-ferrite-spinel subsystem. Consequent-
ly, revised estimates for the reference-state entropies and
enthalpies of formation of hercynite, MgrTiOo, and
MgFerOo are reported in Table 6. Methods of obtaining
these estimates are discussed in our previous paper. A
convenient summary of the remaining end-member ther-
modynamic properties is also provided in Table 6. These
values are taken directly from Table 7 of Sack and Ghior-
so  (1991 ) .

DrscussroN

Several features of the calibration of the thermody-
namic properties of chromian spinels are noteworthy. The
first concerns data on coexisting Cr- and Ti-rich spinels
found in lunar basalts (e.g., Agrell eI al., 1970; Champ-
ness et al., l97l; Taylor et al., l97l). These have com-
positions that plot near the thermal minima in the cal-
culated miscibility gaps for FeAlrOo-FerTiOo-FeCrrOo and
MgAl,Ou-MgrTiOo-MgCrrOo (Figs. 3a and 3b). We spec-
ulate that this coincidence may reflect a similar feature
in the solidus surface for the relevant lunar basalt liquids.
An additional curious feature of our calibration is the
sigmoidal shape associated with calculated distribution
coefficients for the Fe-Mg exchange between olivine and
aluminate-chromite spinels, and olivine and chromite-
ferrite spinels (Figs. 6 and 7). This feature is especially
evident for chromite-ferrite spinels (Fig. 6) and bears a
remarkable parallel with the systematics exhibited by dis-
tribution coefficients for the Fe-Zn exchange between
sphalerite and argentian tetrahedrite-tennantite fahlores
(cf. O'Leary and Sack, 1987; Sack et al., 1987a; Sack,
I 99 I ). In tetrahedrite fahlores [ = (Cu,Ag),0(Fe,Zn)rSboS, r;
e.g., Spiridonov, 19841 the Fe/(Fe I Zn) ratio exhibits a
pronounced sigmoidal dependence on Ag/(Ag + Cu) ra-
tio at fixed Fe/(Fe * Zn) rctio in sphalerite, and the local
maxima and minima correspond to similar features in
cell volumes, reflectivities, and Ag(Cu)-, exchange poten-
tials (e.g., Indolev eI al., l97l; Riley, 1974; Paar et al.,
1978; Ebel and Sack, 1989). This fahlore effect has been
ascribed to a change in Ag site preference with increasing
ratio of Agl(Ag + Cu). The parallel feature in
(Fe,Mg)(Cr,Fe3*)2O4 is certainly caused by the change of
site preference of Fe3* that is associated with increasing
ratios of Cr/(Cr + Fe3*) in FeCrrOo-FerOo (e.g., Fig. 1).
In this case there is also a parallel between the fahlore
effect and room temperature volume-composition sys-
tematics (e.g., F'rancombe, 1957; Robbins et al., l97l).

Despite this complication, it is noteworthy that the cal-
culated cnryes for Fe-Mg distribution coefficients (Figs.
6 and 7) yield temperatures that are in general accord
with those estimated for metamorphosed ultramafic rocks
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Fig. 6. Isotherms of ln Ko [K = (XP:XgfrkF"'.y(Xgj.X*rkMs'J]
for the Fe-Mg exchange between olivine (Xpj : 0.90) and ferrite-
chromite spinels, compared with petrological data for metamor-
phosed serpentinites (Evans and Frost, 1 975, their Fig. 7). Shad-
ed areas outline portions of the graph in which there are dense
populations of data points for the indicated prograde mineral
assemblages. Abbreviations are as follows: Br : brucite; Di :
diopside; Antig : antigorite; En : enstatite.

on the basis of mineral assemblages (e.g., Evans and Frost,
1975). The comparison for ferrichromite spinel + olivine
assemblages is especially compelling in that Evans and
Frost (1975) noted that there is a minimum in the dis-
tribution coemcient at intermediate ratios of Crl(Cr +
Fe3*) (Fig. 6). The maxima associated with calculated
curves of Fe-Mg distribution coemcients at low ratios of
Cr/(Cr * Fe3*) is probably not evident from the natural
assemblages because they are distinctly polythermal. The
calculated curves for the Fe-Mg exchange between olivine
and (Fe,MgXAl,Cr),Oo Gig. 7) agree with the correlation
established for 700"C by Evans and Frost (1975) for con-
tact metamorphosed serpentinites in which chlorite was
thermally decomposed.

A potentially informative application of our model
pertains to the analysis of phase relations of chromian
spinels over the temperature range appropriate for the
upper greenschist-amphibolite facies of metamorphism,
450-650 "C. In Figures 8-10 we present a series of dia-
grams to illustrate predicted phase relations within
(Fe,Mg)(Al,Cr,Fe3*)rOo under these conditions. Phase re-
lations within this quaternary, the so-called spinel prism,
are undoubtedly complex, as evidenced by extensive mis-
cibility gaps in (Fe,Mg)(Al,Fe'*)rOo (e.9., Turnock and
Eugster, 1962; Sharma et al., 1973; Lehmann and Roux,
1986) and conflicting interpretations regarding miscibil-
ity relations in other subsystems of the prism (e.g., Cre-
mar, 1969; Evans and Frost, 1975). As can be seen from
Figure 8, the critical temperatures associated with gaps
in the binary spinels Fe(Al,Cr)rOo, Mg(Al,Cr)rOo,
Fe(Cr,Fe3*)rOo, and Mg(Cr,Fe3*)rOo are 250-450 "C low-
er than those associated with Fe(Al,Fe3*)rOo and

(Fe,Mg)CrzO+

Fig. 7. Isotherms of ln IQ [IQ = (XPiXBl'*r"-)/(XPi'lTtrw.r)]
for the Fe-Mg exchange between olivine (Xpi : 0.90) and alu-
minate-chromite spinels (with 5 molo/o ferrite component) com-
pared with petrological data for metamorphosed chlorite-ensta-
tite-olivine rocks (Evans and Frost, 1975, their Fig. 6).

0.1 0.3 05 01 09

Mole Fraction
Fig. 8. Comparison of calculated miscibility gaps for the Fe'?*

and Mg'?* binaries of the spinel prism, (Fe,Mg)(Al,Cr,Fe3*)'Oo.
Labels indicate sense of the composition axes associated with
individual binaries (e.g., FeCrrOo * FerOo indicates that FerOo
is on the right hand side of the composition axis).

oo m
F

1%

5 mole % (Fe,Mg)FerO4
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Fig. 9. Temperature-contoured miscibility gaps for Mg2*-Fe2*,
2-3 temary spinels defining the sides of the spinel prism. The
isotherms are overlain by contours of Mg/Fe ratios of cooxisting
olivine. The intersections of miscibility-gap isotherms with iso-
pleths of olivine composition (labeled Fouo, Foro, Fooo, and Forr)
define tie lines for coexisting spinels that are in Fe-Mg exchange
equilibrium with this olivine. (a) Calculated 500, 700, 800, 900,
1000, and 1050 .C miscibility gaps for (Fe,Mg)(Al,Fe3t).O0. (b)
Calculated 500, 550, 600,620, and 630 "C miscibility gaps for
(Fe,Mg)(Al,Cr),O0. (c) Calculated 500, 550, 570, and 590 "C mis-
cibility gaps for (Fe,Mg)(Cr,Fe3*):Oo.

(-

The different senses of asymmetry exhibited by these bi-
nary spinels is almost certainly a reflection of differences
in the degree of inversion exhibited by magnetite and
magnesioferrite (e.g., Sack and Ghiorso, 1991).

We predict that the maxima associated with the critical
curves for each of the ternaries comprising the sides of
the spinel prism are at intermediate ratios of FelMg (Fig.
9). The degree to which the maxima in the critical curves
extend to higher temperatures than the consolutes in the
constituent Fe2* and Mg'z* binaries (Fig. 8) is primarily a
function of the relative partitioning of Fe2* and Mg2* be-
tween coexisting spinels and reflects the nonideality as-
sociated with this substitution. It has been shown that
this nonideality must be at least about 2 W/gfw at inter-
mediate ratios of Fe2+ /(Fe2* -f Mg'z*) to be consistent with
increased widths of gaps in ternary (Fe,Mg)(Al,Fe3*)rOo
and other data on activity-composition relations (e.g.,
Trinel-Dufour and Perrot, 1977; Shishkov et al., 1980;
Lehmann and Roux, 1986; Sack and Ghiorso, 1989,
l99l). In this ternary, the maximum in the critical curve
is at a temperature between 150 and 200'C highsl 15a1
the consolutes in the constituent Fe and Mg binaries, and
the miscibility gaps have their maximum widths where
the differences in the ratios of Fe2t/(Fe2* * Mgr*) of co-
existing spinels are greatest. The maxima in the critical
curyes of (Fe,Mg)(Al,Cr)rOo and (Fe,Mg)(Cr,Fe3*)rOo ex-
tend to lower temperatures relative to the consolutes in
their constituent Fe and Mg binaries because Fe2* and
Mg2* are not as strongly partitioned between coexisting
spinels in these ternary systems. The critical curve for
(Fe,Mg)(Cr,Fe,*)rOo exhibits a local maximum between
two local minima, and it has a sigmoid shape. These fea-
tures are illustrated in Figures 9a-9c by contours for both
temperature and ratios of Mg,*/(Fe,* * Mgr*) for spinel
pairs that would coexist with several selected olivine
compositions (Fouo, Foro, Foro, and Forr).

It is convenient to use these olivine compositions to
illustrate tie lines between coexisting Fe2+-Mg2+ ternary
spinels in Figures 9a-9c and to define the Fe-Mg ex-
change potentials for isothermal sections through the spi-
nel prism. In Figures l0a-lOe we have prepared a series
of such isothermal pseudoternary sections and ternary
diagrams to illustrate phase relations in the spinel prism

0.3 05 0:7

Mg2*/{Mg2* + Fe2*) (a)

j- o.z

+
t
t 0 5
o

o 0.3

.6- o.z
o

ll.
+

t ou
o

O

6 o.s

0.3 05 0.7 0.9

Mg2*/(Mg2* + Fe2*)  (b)

0.3 05 07 03

Mg,*/(Mg,, + Fe2*) (c)

Mg(Al,Fe3*)rOo. According to our calculations, the mis-
cibility gaps in Fe(Al,Cr)rOo and Mg(Al,Cr)rOo are very
similar. Both have similar critical temperatures, are rea-
sonably symmetric, and have fairly flat I-X profiles. In
contrast, the calculated critical temperature for
Fe(Cr,Fe3*)rOo is distinctly higher than that for
Mg(Cr,Fe3*)rOo. Both gaps have fairly steep ?"-X profiles,
and the gap for Mg(Cr,Fe3*)rOo is strongly asymmetric.
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(a) FeCr2Oa (b)

FeAl2O4 (Fe,Mg)A l2O4 (Fe,Mg)FezOa

FeAl2O4 (Fe,Mg)A l2O4 (Fe,Mg)Fe2O4

FeAl204 Fe3Oa (Fe,Mg)A l2O4 (Fe,Mg)Fe2O4

Fig. 10. Isothermal sections at 500, 550, and 600 lC through the spinel prism calculated for fixed Fe-Mg exchange potentials
defined by olivine ofvarious compositions. Shaded areas indicate fields ofcomplete solid solution and solid lines denote tie lines
between coexisting spinels. (a) Foo; O) Foro.
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over the temperature range 500-600 "C. Most of the fea-
tures of these diagrams are readily predictable from the
phase relations established for the sides ofthe prism (Figs.
9a-9c), although there are a few complications. Because
the miscibility gaps in the bounding ternary system form-
ing the front face ofthe prism are the only extensive ones
over this entire temperature range, it follows that the most
persistent feature ofthese pseudoternary and ternary di-
agrams is the two-phase region formed by the extension
of the miscibility gaps of aluminate-ferrite spinels into
the Cr-bearing system (Fig. 9a). With decreasing temper-
ature this two-phase region becomes more extensive and
its critical curve migrates toward the side of the prism
that next displays immiscibility. Thus, in the case of the
Fe base ofthe prism (Fig. lOa) and for the Foro and Fon,
sections (Figs. lOb and l0d, respectively), decreasing

temperature first leads to the establishment of a contin-
uous two-phase region connecting the miscibility gaps on
the front and right hand faces of the prism. The temper-
atures along the associated critical curves are monotonic
functions of composition, except for the basal section (Fig.
l0a, top panel) in which the critical curve has a minimum
near the magnetite-chromite binary. In each of these sec-
tions, the continuous two-phase region is established be-
fore it is intersected by the critical curves emanating from
the left hand side of the prism to form a three-phase
triangle. The latter curves have temperature minima in
the sections for olivine with intermediate ratios of Fe/Mg
(Figs. l0b, lOd). In the remaining interior section (Fono,
Fig. 10c) and the Mg top of the prism (Fig. lOe), the
critical curve governing the extension of the miscibility
gaps of aluminate-ferrite spinels into the Cr-bearing sys-

(Fe,Mg)Gr2O4



(Fe,Mg)Cr2Oa
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(d)

(Fe ,Mg)Fe204 (Fe,Mg)A l2O4

(Fe,Mg)Fe2O4 (Fe,Mg)A l2O4

(Fe,Mg)Fe2O4 (Fe,Mg)A l2O4

(Fe,Mg)A l2O4

(Fe,Mg)A l2O4

(Fe,Mg)Al2Oa

Fig. 10. (c) Foro; (d) Fo,r.

tem migrates toward the left side of the prism with de-
creasing temperature. In the Fono section (Fig. l0c), a con-
tinuous two-phase region is established between the front
and left hand faces of the prism before it is intersected
by the critical curves emanating from the right side of the
prism, whereas in the Mg ternary @ig. l0e) a three-phase
triangle is developed before the critical curve intersects
the left face of the prism. In both cases temperature min-
ima are associated with the critical curyes emanating from
the right face of the prism.

It is noteworthy that our predicted miscibility gaps are
in general accord with constraints from nature. They are,
for example, in agreement with the observations of Muir
and Naldrett (1973), who report evidence for unmixing
of some of the originally homogeneous spinel from the
Giant nickel mine, Hope, Brilish Columbia. Their com-

(Fe,Mg)Fe20a

(Fe ,Mg)Fe2O4

(Fe,Mg)Fe204

position data and petrographic observations indicate that
the miscibility gaps between aluminate and ferrite spinels
extend to less than about 30 molo/o (Fe,Mg)CrrO4 com-
ponent at the temperature at which unmixing ceased. Our
calculated miscibility gaps agree with their inferences,
given the temperatures we calculate for Fe-Mg exchange
equilibrium between their reported exsolved pairs, 645
+ 24 "C (Fo.o r-Foru r). Support for our calculated mis-
cibility gaps for (Fe,Mg)(Cr,Fe3*)rOo-rich spinels is also
provided by the composition data for coexisting spinels
in the metamorphosed chromite ores of Red Lodge,
Montana (Loferski and Lipin, 1983) and in the gabbroic
rocks and ores from the Ni-Cu mine of KusA, Bergslagen,
Sweden (Zakrzewslo., 1989). Both report composition gaps
between coexisting Cr3*- and Fe3*-rich spinels of similar
widths and with tie lines of similar slopes to those cal-

(Fe ,Mg)Gr2O4
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(e)

MgAl2Oa MgFe2O4

MgAl2O4 MgFe2O4

MgAl20a

Fig. 10. (e) Fo,oo.

MgFe2Oa

culated for temperatures between 550 and 600 "C (Figs.
l0c-l0e; Loferski and Lipin, samples HP-14, LC-4, and
SR-2; Z,akrzewski, analyses 70-71). The chromite ores
from Red Lodge experienced peak metamorphic temper-
atures of about 600 'C, during which the coarse exsolu-
tion features in the spinels presumably developed (Lofer-
ski and Lipin, 1983). There is the further complication
that these coarse exsolution lamellae and their hosts also
develop exceedingly fine secondary exsolution lamellae.
Although temperatures calculated for Fe-Mg exchange
equilibrium for average compositions of coexisting spi-
nels are quite uncertain because ofthe large relative un-
certainties in the MgO contents of the Fe3*-rich spinels,
they are consistent with metamorphic equilibration at
temperatures in the 550-600 .C range and local, Fe(Mg) ,
exchangepotentialscorrespondingto 0.86 < Xgl < 0.935

(calculated for these temperatures from spinels with MgO
> 7 wt0/0). Our model is also consistent with the com-
position data for chromian spinels in metamorphosed ul-
tramafic rocks, if it is recognized that complex thermal
histories and chemical zoning in polycrystalline grains
(e.g., Z,akrzewski, I 989) are possible complicating factors.

Two studies of Cr-bearing spinels in ultramafic rocks
metamorphosed in the greenschist-amphibolite facies may
be used to highlight difficulties associated with interpret-
ing such materials. Evans and Frost (1975) determined
the compositions of chromian spinel for various prograde
metamorphic assemblages in alpine serpentinites. They
inferred that ferrichromite solid solutions are stable down
to temperatures of about 500 "C because they obtained
microprobe analyses with intermediate ratios of Cr3+/(Cr3+
+ Fer*) for spinel in rocks of the greenschist facies and
lower amphibolite facies. Although most of their com-
position data plot within the one-phase fields of the ap-
propriate sections ofthe spinel prism (e.g., Figs. 9c, l0d),
the composition data for spinel inferred to have inter-
mediate ratios of Cr3+/(Crl+ + Fe3*) in rocks containing
olivine + antigorite do not (their Fig. 7). However, the
inference that these compositions represent equilibrium
single-phase spinel is problematic because they have dis-
tribution coefficients for Fe-Mg exchange between olivine
and spinel that are comparable to or lower than those in
rocks containing talc + olivine or enstatite * olivine. If
they represented equilibrium, they would record temper-
atures at least 100'C too high for the assemblage olivine
+ antigorite (cf. Figs. 6 and 7). Spinels in these rocks are
often complexly zoned on an exceedingly fine scale. In-
dividual analyses may not correspond to single crystals
or to equilibrium compositions. Finally, their analyses of
ferrichromites show a distinct bimodal distribution of ra-
tios of Cr3+/(Cr3+ + Fe3+), which is broadly consistent
with the predicted miscibility gaps (e.g., their Figs. I and
6).

Complex zoning within individual grains is not an un-
common feature of chromian spinels in metamorphosed
ultramafic rocks. For example, Hoffman and Walker
(1978) report such features in the chrome spinel in the
East Dover ultramafic bodies from south-central Ver-
mont. In these bodies chrome spinel has ubiquitous fer-
richromite-ferrite overgrowths, the widths and characters
of which are related to the degree of serpentinization.
With increasing degree of serpentinization, olivine be-
comes progressively more magnesian (Fonr r-ru.u), the spi-
nel overgrowths become wider, and the ratios of Mg/(Mg
+ Fe) and Al/(Al + Cr) of the spinel cores increase. In
the least serpentinized bodies, the spinel overgrowths
consist of a thin rim of ferrichromite only. In the more
serpentinized bodies, they are comprised ofan inner zone
of ferrichromite and an outer zone of magnetite. Based
on these features, Hoffrnan and Walker (1978) postulate
that the three spinels in these grains, an aluminous chro-
mite [Crl(Cr + Al) t 0.58], a ferrichromite [Crl(Cr +
Fe3*) = 0.421, and a magnetite, were produced simulta-
neously as a result of serpentinization at temperatures
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appropriate to the upper greenschist-epidote amphibolite
facies. We note that our predicted phase relations (Figs.
9c, 10e) are inconsistent with three such spinels being in
equilibrium under these conditions. By analysis ofthe Fe-
Mg partitioning relations between these spinels and ol-
ivine, it may readily be shown that they were not. Al-
though our Fe-Mg olivine-spinel exchange geothermom-
eter (Eq. 2l) yields similar temperatures for the cores and
rims of spinel in the least altered ultramafic and in ser-
pentinites of intermediate textural type (types I and 2,
Table l, Hoffman and Walker, 1978), it yields tempera-
tures that decrease progressively from the cores to the
rims for spinel in the most serpentinized ultramafics (t1pe
3). The temperatures deduced for spinel in these first two
types (>585 "C) are consistent with the absence of the
appropriate miscibility gaps. However, only the first two
of the calculated rim-core temperatures for the most ser-
pentinized ultramafic (472, 483, and 412 oC for magne-
tite, ferrichromite, and chromian spinel, respectively)
could correspond to the temperature of the serpentiniza-
tion reaction; the other clearly indicates the absence of
equilibrium among these three coexisting spinels.

ColrlrnNrs oN MoDEL ExTENSIoN
Although our model provides a good approximation

for activity-composition relations in multicomponent
spinels and reproduces Fe-Mg partitioning between ol-
ivine and spinels with compositions of petrological inter-
est over a wide range of temperatures, it has a few short-
comings that need to be addressed in future refinements.
The most serious of these derives from our lack of con-
sideration of the contribution of short-range cation or-
dering to the configurational entropy of the titanate spi-
nels (e.g., Banerjee et al., 1967; Wechsler and Navrotsky,
1984; Sack and Ghiorso, 199 l). This oversight may result
in errors in some of the parameter values established from
analysis of activity-composition constraints and misci-
bility-gap features in constituent Ti-bearing subsystems
(e.g., Fe.Oo-FerTiOo, FeAlrOo-FerTiOo, and MgAlrOo-
MgrTiOo). The most serious consequence for spinels of
petrological relevance is that we have probably slightly
overestimated the enthalpy of the Fe2+-Fe3+ ordering re-
action in Fe.Oo (AEf ,). Our value for this enthalpy,26.2
kJ/gfw (Table 5), is about 20o/o larger than that which
would produce optimum agreement with room temper-
ature cation ordering constraints and volume-composi-
tion systematics in FerOo-FeCrrOo spinels (Eq. l0; Fig.
l). It is noteworthy that the lower estimate (AFf, - 2l
kJ/gfw) corresponds to the fully inverse (so : 0) limit of
the extrapolated values of the configurational Gibbs en-
ergy for FerOo obtained by Wu and Mason (1981) from
their 600-1500 'C thermopower data (cf. Sack and
Ghiorso, 1991, Fig. 3). The fact that these estimates con-
verge at temperatures below the Curie point implies that
Wu and Mason's interprotation of the physics of conduc-
tion of FerOo at higher temperatures is in error. They
assume that conduction proceeds exclusively by small
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polaron hopping between octahedral sites and ignore tet-
rahedral-tetrahedral, tetrahedral-octahedral, and octahe-
dral-tetrahedral electron transfers. If their assumption be-
comes progressively more correct as FerOo approaches
the fully inverse, low temperature limit, then their cal-
culated values for the configurational Gibbs energy should
converge toward the correct value. This low temperature
limiting value of the configurational Gibbs energy should
correspond to the enthalpy of the ordering reaction im-
plied by both the volume-composition systematics (Fig.
l) and the high temperature activity-composition con-
straints (Fig. 2), assuming that the parameters ASf, and
Wr' are negligible (cf. Sack and Ghiorso, 1991). We note
that our revised value for the enthalpy of the Fe2t-Fe3*
ordering reaction in FerOo (AEL : 26.2 kJ/gfw) results
in an improved fit of data defining Fe-Ti exchange equi-
libria between rhombohedral oxides and spinels (e.g.,
Ghiorso, 1990a).

Because cation distributions in FerOo are substantially
inverse at all temperatures (e.g., Sack and Ghiorso, I 99 I ),
uncertainties in the ordering state such as those discussed
in the previous paragraph do not have major effects on
derived thermodynamic properties. The most noticeable
consequence is in calculated miscibility gaps in spinel rich
in FeCrrO.-FerOo. Small errors in the ordering state of
Fe.Oo result in displacements of calculated miscibility gaps
in spinel rich in FeCr,Oo-FerOo in the spinel prism (Figs.
8-10), toward slightly more symmetric compositions than
those inferred from metamorphic assemblages (Loferski
and Lipin, 1983; Zabzewski, 1989). Such errors would
contribute to uncertainties in the slopes of tie lines in
two-phase regions and to uncertain temperatures of mis-
cibility gaps. The latter cannot be inferred to be known
to better than 20 oC given the uncertainties introduced
by extrapolation of our model in temperature and our
neglect of both defect equilibria and magnetic phenom-
ena in formulating thermodynamic mixing properties (cf.
Ghiorso, 1990b; Sack and Ghiorso, 1991; Ghiorso and
Sack, l99l). [Magnetic interactions probably give rise to
a miscibility gap in the FerTiOo-FerOo binary at temper-
atures below the Curie point of magnetite (-573 "C). The
effect has been demonstrated quantitatively in the anal-
ogous rhombohedral oxide system FeTiOr-FerO, (Burton
and Davidson, 1988).1 Uncertainties in the cation order-
ing states of 2-3 spinel end-members (MgFerOo and
MgAlrOo) would be much more prohibitive to the devel-
opment of a thermodynamic model for multicomponent
spinels, as they display greater temperature dependence
of their degree of cation order. For example, we have
discovered that our model is sufficiently sensitive to the
assumed ordering state of MgAlrOo that a greater tem-
perature dependence than that permitted by the tight con-
straints of Millard et al. (in preparation) and Peterson et
al. (in preparation) would be problematic. If we were to
employ the erronous temperature-ordering relations of
Wood et al. (1986) for MgAlrOo, we could not, in detail,
satisfy constraints on Fe-Mg partitioning (e.g., Figs. 5-7)
without violating our assumption that the entropy of the
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Fe-Mg exchange between olivine and aluminate spinels
is negligible. A nonnegligible entropy would need to be
invoked as a proxy for the incorrect description of the
ordering state. Without creating such an entropy, opti-
mizing agreement with high-temperature constraints on
Fe-Mg partitioning in assemblages of olivine * alumi-
nate-chromate spinel with the ordering description of
Wood et al. (1986) would result in temperatures calcu-
lated from Equation 2l that are at least 50 "C too low to
be consistent with the thermal decomposition of chlorite
in the serpentinites considered by Evans and Frost (l 975)
(Fie. 7).

Last, it is unlikely that any uncertainty in the thermo-
dynamic mixing properties of Fe-Mg olivine is a substan-
tial contributing factor to errors in our model for the
thermodynamic mixing properties of multicomponent
spinels. We have amply developed arguments to the ef-
fect that the nonideality associated with mixing of Fe
and Mg in (Mg,Fe)rSiOo olivine must be at least about 5
kJ/gfw at intermediate ratios of Fe/(Fe + Mg) (e.g., Sack
and Ghiorso, 1989, 1991). This study provides indirect
confirmation of this inference. Our geothermometer based
on the exchange of Mg and Fe between olivine and spinel
(Eq. 2l) successfully predicts temperatures for coexisting
olivine and spinels that encompass the range of compo-
sitions encountered in nature and in the laboratory. It is
more than coincidental that this feat has been accom-
plished for the physically plausible approximations that
(l) the diferences in vibrational entropies between the
fully inverse Fe and Mg end-members are identical for
the aluminate, ferrite, chromate, and titanate spinels (on
a per atom Fe-Mg exchange basis) and (2) the vibrational
entropies of all reciprocal, reciprocal-ordering, and ex-
change reactions are negligible.

Survrlr,Lnv

We have developed a model for the thermodynamic
properties of chromian spinels that is consistent with
miscibility-gap features, standard-state properties, activ-
ity-composition relations, site-occupancy constraints, and
Fe-Mg and Al-Cr partitioning relations between spinels
and olivine, and spinels and corundum-eskaolaiite and
NaAlSirOu-NaCrSirOu solid solutions. This model is in-
ternally consistent with the thermodynamic data of Ber-
man (1988) and the solution theory for olivine, ortho-
pyroxenes, and rhombohedral oxides developed earlier
(Sack and Ghiorso, 1989; Ghiorso, 1990a). We empha-
size that this is the only context in which the model should
be used. To facilitate application of our model to petro-
logical problems, we have developed software to calculate
equilibration temperatures for the Fe-Mg exchange be-
tween olivine + spinel assemblages (Eq. 2l) and to com-
pute activities of end-member components in spinels at
specified temperatures and low pressures. The geother-
mometer and activity programs are available and may be
obtained by anonymous FTP from internet node fon-
due. geology.washington. edu.
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